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The standard lassi al method of omputer simulation is used for evaluation of the inelasti ross se tion in
ele tron ollisions with a highly ex ited (Rydberg) atom. In the ourse of ollision, the in ident and bound
ele trons move along lassi al traje tories in the Coulomb eld of the nu leus, and the s attering parameters
are averaged over many initial onditions. The redu ed ionization ross se tion of a Rydberg atom by an ele tron
impa t approximately orresponds to that of atoms in the ground states with valen e s-ele trons and oin ides
with the results of the previous Monte Carlo al ulations. The ross se tion of an atom transition between
Rydberg atom states as a result of ele tron impa t is used for nding the stepwise ionization rate onstant
of atoms in ollisions with ele trons or the rate onstant of three-body ele tronion re ombination in a dense
ionized gas be ause these pro esses are determined by kineti s of highly ex ited atom states. Surprising, the
limit of low ele tron temperatures is realized when the ele tron thermal energy is lower than the atom ionization
potential by about three orders of magnitude, as follows from the kineti s of ex ited atom states.
PACS: 36.40.- , 36.40.Sx, 61.43.Yv, 68.35.Bs

1. INTRODUCTION

until 1930, when Bethe proved [10℄ that at large
sion energies, the logarithmi

From the theoreti al standpoint, an ele tronatom
ollision at velo ities

tion to the s attering

lassi al expression for the ionization

ontribu-

ross se tion.

ross se tion as the ele trostati

intera tion between in ident and atomi
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ele trons. The

hanged the relation to

ontribution of the ex hange intera tion be omes small
when velo ities of an in ident ele tron are small

atom
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lassi al models of ele tron

ollisions. As was shown in [11℄, the logarithmi

pared to those of valen e ele trons. This leads to the

energy dependen e of the quantum

Born approximation [13℄, whi h

termined by large impa t parameters of

lower
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ele tronatom

ollision energies that are

tion energy,

ross se tion is deollision when

the atom ionization probability is small or zero in the

ollision energies in appropriate models for the

ross se tion of inelasti

ross se tion

by ele tron impa t, whereas this fa tor is absent in the

tron velo ities is a many-ele tron problem, be ause the
ex hange between ele trons gives the same

fa tor must be in luded

in the expression for the atom ionization

ompared to typi al valen e ele -

olli-

lassi al

ollisions [46℄.

the

omparable to the transi-

onsideration. One
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lassi al models are used starting from the

an expe t the validity of

lassi al approa h to ionization of ex ited atoms,
lassi al and quantum ap-

Thomson model for atom ionization by ele tron im-

proa hes was broken by Kingston [12℄, who proved on

pa t [7℄. Although the

the basis of numeri al

atom
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are quite

lassi al models are useful
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ross se tions for elasti

lassi al models for inelasti
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al ulation at large

ollision en-

ergies in the quantum (Born approximation) and

be ause of the identity of the lassi al and quantum me[3℄. Therefore,

ross se -

tions of ionization of ex ited atoms by ele tron impa t

ollisions is expe ted to be invalidated by the

quantum nature of the atom,

al ulations that the

las-

si al approa hes. This means that the dierent energy

s attering

dependen es in the

ele tron

lassi al and quantum ionization

atom s attering were attra tive and were developed

ross se tions are not of prin ipal importan e. Never-

(see, e.g., [79℄ for atom ionization by ele tron impa t)

theless, be ause an atom is a quantum system of ele trons,
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onsider inelasti

ele tron

ollisions with highly

ex ited or Rydberg atoms when the

lassi al approa h

is appli able in prin iple. The results have a two-fold
use.

First, the results

an be extended to the

ree



where atom ex itation is not high and the results for
Rydberg atoms

v0

e

ases

an be used as model ones for various

atom transitions. Of

e

ra

rp

+

ourse, this requires an additional

analysis and grounds. Se ond, these results are ne essary for the analysis of stepwise atom ionization in a

R

plasma or three-body re ombination of ele trons and
ions in a low-temperature plasma. In these
pro ess results from many inelasti

ases, the

ele tronatom

Fig. 1. Positions of the Coulomb enter, the in ident
ele tron, and the bound ele tron in a ollision of an
ele tron and a Rydberg atom

ol-

lisions and is des ribed by the BKW (Bates, Kingston,
and M Whirter) s heme [1315℄. For low temperatures
and dense plasma, the rates of resultant pro esses of
stepwise atom ionization or three-body ele tronion reombination are determined by inelasti

In onsidering the problem of the intera tion of las-

ollisions in-

si al ele trons in the eld of a Coulomb

volving ele trons and Rydberg atoms [16℄, and the ross
se tions for the pro esses under

take a

onsideration are im-

bound ele tron

portant in these problems. Thus, the goal of this paper
is to evaluate the

ross se tions for

tum number

ollisions involving

enter, we

ertain value of the ele tron momentum of the

l.

hara terized by the momentum quanThe boundary

ondition is taken su h

that the radial ele tron velo ity at the initial instant

ele trons and Rydberg atoms and to use these results

ra (0) from the Coulomb
ra (0) = r0 , and vr (r0 ) = 0. The

is zero, the ele tron distan e

in appropriate problems.

enter at zero time is

motion of ele trons is des ribed by the Newton equations

d2 x
m 2i
dt

2. COMPUTER CODE FOR INELASTIC
COLLISIONS INVOLVING ELECTRONS
AND RYDBERG ATOMS

=

U
; U
xi

2

2

2

= jre j jre j jre j ;
ee
p
a

(2.1)

xi  x; y; z , the origin oin ides with the nu leus
ree is the distan e between the in ident and
bound ele trons, and rp and ra are distan es between
where

lo ation,

Although highly ex ited or Rydberg atoms have
spe i s as a quantum obje t [1720℄, we
elasti

ele tron

onsider in-

the nu leus and the in ident or the bound atomi

ollisions with Rydberg atoms as a re-

sult of s attering of an in ident and valen e ele trons
assuming the motion of ele trons in the
transitions to be

lassi al.

Be ause of the overall rotational symmetry of the

ourse of these

system, the in ident ele tron starts from a xed plane

We use our experien e in

with a predetermined velo ity

other problems of Rydberg atom ollisions, e.g., the res-

dire tion.

onant harge ex hange [21℄ and Penning pro ess [22℄ in-

ti

target polarization ee ts into a

ross se tions for ele tron-ex ited atom inelas-

ollisions on the basis of

rameter

omputer simulation; these

few

ross se tions then give appropriate rate onstants. Initially, a

ollision of two

si al ele trons in the eld of a Coulomb
based on the standard
for

ronatom

enter. We are

 ranges from zero to max , whi

J

is atom ionization potential.

r0 ; , and ':

r0x = r0 sin 

In these evaluations, we analyze the
ertain impa t parameter of the ele t-

max

to take

h is equal to

If the momentum of a bound ele tron is zero, it

r0 = e2 =J ,

The initial

nu leus are given in terms of the spheri al

lassi al Monte Carlo method

ollision that varies from zero to

R  200r0

ount. The impa t pa-

o-

ordinates for a bound ele tron with the origin at the

ollisions involving Rydberg atoms [21, 22℄ with

pro ess for a

r0 .

where

las-

general pe uliarities of this approa h taken into a ount [23, 24℄.

oriented along a xed

is initially lo ated on a sphere of the radius

olliding atom is in a highly ex ited state, and

the transition pro ess results from

v0

The initial distan e between the in ident

ele tron and the ion is taken to be

volving Rydberg atoms. Therefore, our goal is to evaluate the

ele -

tron, as is shown in Fig. 1.

oordinates

os '; r0y = r0 sin  sin ';
r0z = r0 os ;

(2.2)

but due to the ele tron angular momentum, the spatial

in a

distribution of a bound ele tron be omes more

denitive manner.
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plex. Following [

be ause su h transitions require a large number of tra-

tion of a bound ele tron as

je tories

r0x = Re sin  os '; r0y = Rey sin  sin ';
r0z = Rez os ;
P0x = Pe (sin ' os  + os ' os  sin );
P0y = Pe ( os ' os  + sin ' os  sin );
P0z = Pe sin  sin ;
where

Re is the distan

the parent Coulomb

It is

to be su iently large to obtain a
and therefore the
hosen very

(2.3)

Pe

the nal time.

whi h is realized in the Mathemati a software pa kage

x

as a built-in fun tion.

 , and   denote proje tions on the respe tive axis.
Taking a random relative dire tion between initial momenta of the in ident and bound ele tron, we solve the

1 (1
2J
p p1
Pe = 2J
1

elasti

(2.4)

J

tron parameters are expressed in atomi
It follows that Eqs. (2.1)(2.5)
and

n ,

units.

ontain ve initial

onsider the ionization pro ess in ele tron
ord-

e(E ) + A(J ) ! e(E 0 ) + e + A+ ;
(3.1)
0
where E and E are the energies of the in ident ele tron

The six parame-

before and after the

ollision, the prin ipal quantum

number for a bound ele tron of a Rydberg atom is large,

n  1, and the ionization potential is J = me e4 =2n2~2 ,
where me is the ele tron mass and e is the ele tron
2 =2, where = 1=n.
harge. In atomi units J =

(2.6)

ompared to the energy dif-

In evaluating the

feren e between neighboring levels, and we assume this

sion, we verify the a

riterion to be fullled. Moreover, in this analysis, we

ross se tion of an inelasti

olli-

ura y of the

om-

al ulation by

parison of the results for dierent numbers of traje to-

ollisions with a small energy hange

ries under

ompared to the energy dieren e between neighborin this

(2.7)

ing to the s heme

lassi al approa h is valid when the

ing levels be ause the

W () d;

W () is the probability of this transition at an
. The subs ript   an be hoas  ion,  ex, or  q , whi h orresponds to the

We rst

ollision before nu-

0  '  2; 0    ;     ;
0    1; 0  n  2; 0    max:

disregard inelasti

0

ollision with a Rydberg atom A that pro eeds a

below together with their ranges:

transition energy is large

= 2

Z1

3. IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR
ELECTRON  RYDBERG ATOM
COLLISIONS

and other ele -

ters, whi h are dierent for ea h traje tory, are given

Evidently, the

pro ess is given by

Rydberg atom by ele tron impa t.

meri ally integrating equations of motion for ele trons
lassi al traje tories.

of an in-

pro esses of ionization, ex itation, and quen hing of a
(2.5)

domly for ea h given velo ity of the in ident ele tron

moving along



where

whi h are taken ran-

and ea h given impa t parameter of

ross se tion

impa t parameter
sen

os u);
2 os2 u
;
 os u

on-

al ulations were performed on the basis of





where the atom ionization potential

', , , ,

onserved, the traje tory was ex luded from

angle and

Re =

parameters,

not

The

 is the orbit e entri ity (the ratio of the quantum numbers l and n). The
angle n is hosen randomly. At given values of n and
, we nd the angle u from Eq. (2.4). Next, knowning
the values of  and n , we an al ulate Re and Pe as
entri

onservation

he ked during simulation, and if the energy was

lassi al formulas. Then the

n = u  sin u;
u is the e

The total energy

was

sideration.

Kepler equation

where

he k its validity by variation of

Ea h traje tory has been numeri ally

integrated using a predi tor orre tor Adam's s heme,

is the ele tron mo-

z

ura y,

arefully to save CPU time. We take this

ele tron is small and

mentum with respe t to its nu leus. Supers ripts  ,

y

eptable a

al ulation stopping riterion must be

limit su h that the intera tion potential for an in ident

e between a bound ele tron and

enter and

ompared to the used ones.
lear that the number of su h traje tories has

onsideration. This

omparison is given in

Fig. 2, where the ionization probability

lassi al des ription is not valid

Wion of a Ryd-

berg atom by the ele tron impa t is given as a fun tion

ase.

We also disregard large transition ener-

of the impa t parameter

gies that are

lose to the energy of an in ident ele tron

in ident ele tron.
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Dependen e of the probability Wion of ionization of a Rydberg atom by ele tron impa t on the impa t ollision
parameter at the relative ollision energy E=J = 1:2 (a) and E=J = 5 (b); r0 = e2 =J

Fig. 2.

ion =a20

given impa t parameter for 10000 and 20000 traje tories does not ex eed 2 % and be omes small for the ionization

From the dimensionality
resent the ionization

ross se tion

ion =
f (x)

onsideration, we

ion

 

0:8

an rep-

in the form

e4 E
;
f
J2
J

0:6

(3.2)

0:4

is a universal fun tion for various Rydberg

0:2

states. The ionization ross se tion is evaluated by nding the ionization probability at a given

ollision energy

0

and a given impa t parameter and subsequently integrating over the impa t parameters. Figure 3 gives the
universal fun tion
tion

f (x) re

onstru ted from the ioniza-

ross se tion. The results depend on the ele tron

momentum and

ross se tion of a

Rydberg atom by ele tron impa t within 12 %. The
experimental data in Fig. 3 relate to atoms with valen e

s-ele

ing the
its.

trons and demonstrate the possibility of us-

lassi al approa h beyond its appli ability lim-

The approximation of

omputer simulation gives

the following approximate formula for ionization
se tion (3.2) in the

ross

ase of zero ele tron momentum:

f (x) =

5:3(x 1) :
x(x + 2)

It follows that the ionization

1

10

E=J

Fig. 3. Ionization ross se tion of a Rydberg atom by
ele tron impa t. Simbols are experimental values for
atoms with one and two valen e s-ele trons, solid lines
des ribe our al ulations and al ulations in Ref. [25℄
for zero angular momentum, dash-and-dotted lines are
the same when angular and prin ipal quantum numbers
of a bound ele tron are equal, a dotted line orresponds
to the tail of the Born approximation, and a dashed
line relates to the tail of the Thomson model with the
orre tion due to nonzero velo ities of the bound ele tron [8, 9℄; a0 is the Bohr radius

oin ide with the results of the previ-

ous evaluation [25℄ of the ionization

4

1:0

ross se tion after integration over the impa t

parameters.

and

3

=r0

=r0

(3.3)
momentum of a bound ele tron. The ionization

ross

ross se tion of a Ryd-

se tions are given in Fig. 3 together with the Thomson

berg atom by ele tron impa t depends on the angular

ross se tion [7℄, the Born approximation [13℄ for the
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ipal number

mental data for ionization of atoms with one and two

s-ele

trons.

n0

of the nal state, we have

In addition, the modied Thom-

J0 =

son theory with the velo ity distribution of a weakly
bound ele tron taken into a
in Fig. 3 for large
of these

ount [8, 9℄ is represented

ollision energies. The

ross se tions shows that the

ex ited atom

omparison

It is interesting to

ase of a highly

Ry

n02

:

ompare the results of numer-

i al simulation for an inelasti

an be used for estimation of the ioniza-

ele tron

tion

ross se tions for atoms with a weak ex itation.

son model, where the intera tion of

ross se tions for a highly ex ited valen e ele tron

with a Coulomb

We note that

ollision energies.

ross se tion of atom ionization

Coulomb
after the

gies of the in ident ele trons; in this limit, these mod-

by a

This applies

A

to the Deuts hMärk [5, 6℄ and M Quire [4℄ models,
whi h give an a

ura y of the ionization

enter is taken into a
ollision, we

hange

d =

ura y

of su h models is the better, the higher is the
sion energy. On the

olli-

On the basis of the Thomson model, we nd the
ex itation

gives the following ex itation

ollision with an ele tron

ross se tion for the tran-

sition from an initial highly ex ited state with the bind-

onsider pro-

ing energy

"1 into a group of highly ex
"2 :

ex (E; "1 ! E

highlighting the pe uliarities of this pro ess, whi h proording to the s heme

e(E ) + A(J ) ! e(E 0 ) + A(J 0 );
(4.1)
0
where E and E are the energies of the free ele tron
0
before and after the ollision, and J and J are the

4 2
"; "2) = e
;
E" "
1 2

2 = (n2 Ry1=2)2 (n2 +Ry1=2)2  2nRy3 :
2

sion (4.3) for the ex itation

ex =

J = 2;
n
Ry

= mee4=2~2 is the Rydberg energy (i. e., the

e4 2
E"1 "2

ross se tion be omes

n1
= n2eE Ry
;
4 2

2

with the prin ipal quantum number

state), and we assume that

sion also demonstrates the

h allows using

J0 >

n2 .

This expres-

hara ter of the s aling law

for transitions between two bound atom states by ele -

lassi al des ription of this ele tron. Correspondhara terized by

(4.5)

where the transition pro eeds into a group of states

ionization potential of the hydrogen atom in the ground

ingly, the nal state is

(4.4)

In terms of prin ipal quantum numbers, expres-

ollision. As above, the atom ionization

potential is given by

the

(4.3)

where

binding energies of the initially bound ele tron before

n  1, whi

ited states with

the binding energy

in the framework of the Thomson model, whi h allows

where Ry

! E "; "2 ) for

"1 = Ry=n21 into a state with the energy
2
"2 = Ry=n2 (the energy ex hange between ele trons is
" = "2 "1). Correspondingly, the Thomson model

esses of ex itation and quen hing of a Rydberg atom

and after the

ex (E; "1

the energy

The pro ess of transition between dis rete levels of

eeds a

ross se tion

the transition of a bound ele tron from the state with

4. CROSS SECTIONS OF INELASTIC
COLLISIONS BETWEEN ELECTRONS AND
RYDBERG ATOMS

We rst

" and " + d".

impossible in it.

ollision energies.

has a self-dependent meaning.

(4.2)

ergy in the Thomson model, the quen hing pro ess is

model of nonex ited or weakly ex ited atom ionization,

a Rydberg atom as a result of

e4 d"
E "2

We note that be ause a bound ele tron has zero en-

of Rydberg atoms by ele tron impa t, being used for a
are better for not large

ross se tion [26℄

if the ex hange energy lies between

ontrary, the results of ionization

ollision pro ess

ording to the Rutherford formula for a motionless

bound ele tron, we then have the

ross se tion

omparison of the results. The a

ount only before and

hara terize the

" of the energy of the in ident ele tron.

evaluation of approximately 20 % at its maximum, as
follows from

In the framework of the Thom-

son model, when the intera tion of ele trons with the

by ele tron impa t start from the limit of large enerels amount to the Born approximation.

olliding ele trons

enter is ignored during a strong

ele tron intera tion.

ontemporary semiempiri al models

for evaluation of the

ollision with

a Rydberg atom and the results of the simple Thom-

The

tends to an asymptote at very large
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transition between dis rete levels; introdu ing the prin-

hydrogen atom in the ground state, and some experivalen e

òîì

0 for a

tron impa t.
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Ex itation ross se tions of a Rydberg atom by ele tron impa t at the relative ollision energies E=J = 1:2 (a) and
bla k histograms orrespond to numeri al evaluations and white histograms relate to the Thomson model

= 5 (b);

Figure 4 gives the histograms for
lation of the

q =a20

omputer simu-

ross se tion of an inelasti

ollision be-

ergy ex hange is found in a given range. We note that

40

lassi al des ription restri ts the ex hange energy

from below, and we ex lude
ex hange energies from
from Fig. 4, the results

ollisions with very small

al ulations.

As

30

an be seen

orrespond more or less to the

Thomson model. By analogy with formula (4.5), using
the s aling of the
we represent the

ross se tion for inelasti

ex =

2e4n21 F  " ; E  :
n2 E Ry
J J

For the Thomson model,
the results of

20

ollisions,

ross se tion of this transition in the

form

F (x; y)

= 1.

10
00

(4.6)

A

an be

(4.7)

We also separately analyzed quen hing of a Rydollision with an ele tron; histograms for

ollisions are given in Fig. 5.

We note that the
s attering

of an ele tron on an atom is redu ed there to s attering of the in ident and valen e motionless ele trons.
But the quen hing

ross se tion

through the ex itation

q

ross se tion

0:4

0:6

ex (E; "1 ! E "; "2 ) =
= gg2 (E E") q (E
1

Thomson model does not admit the quen hing pro ess
in prin iple, be ause the problem of inelasti

0:2

0:8

1:0
"=J

Fig. 5.
Quen hing ross se tions of a Rydberg atom
by ele tron impa t at the relative ollision energy
E=J = 1:2; bla k histograms
orrespond to numerial evaluations, white histograms are obtained based
on the prin iple of detailed balan e from the ex itation
ross se tions

approximated as

berg atom in

0

ording to

omputer simulation, this fun tion

F (x; y) = 1:9x + 0:15y:

4

50

tween an ele tron and a Rydberg atom when the en-

su h

b

20

20

the

4

an be expressed

where

ex on the basis of

g1

 1="1

weights of the

the detailed balan e prin iple [27℄ as

and (4.6) give

29

and

g2

"; "2 ! E; "1);

 1="2

(4.8)

are the statisti al

orresponding states.

Formulas (4.5)
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q =

2e4n22 F  " ;
n1 (E ")Ry
J

E

J

" 
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n2

e10
K = A 1=2 9=2 ;
me Te

with the transition into

n1 .

The numeri al

Thus, we obtain

lassi al expressions for the

ross

theless, the a

Below, we determine these

ura y is worse for transitions

the above

hange of the order of the ionization

potential be ause it requires larger statisti s.
ura y of the

oe ients in these formulas, as follows

C = 1:5  100:2; A = 0:2  100:2:

states by ele tron impa t when the nal state is also
with the energy

(5.3)

from various approximations, are [29℄

se tion of ex itation and quen hing of Rydberg atom
a Rydberg one. The a

(5.2)

at low ele tron temperatures is given by [16℄

a group of Rydberg states with the prin ipal quantum
number
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2e + A+ ! e + A

(4.9)

for the quen hing of a Rydberg atom state with the
prin ipal quantum number

òîì

lassi al rate

(5.4)

oe ients on the basis of

onstants of inelasti

ollisions

involving ele trons and Rydberg atoms.

Never-

In analyzing stepwise ionization as the kineti s of

ross se tion evaluation is
ourse, these results

ex ited atom states and the detailed opposite pro ess

are not valid for transitions between neighboring levels

of three-body ele tronion re ombination, we are based

better than several per ent.
be ause the

Of

on the BKW s heme [1315℄. Ignoring radiative tran-

lassi al approa h is not appli able in this

ase. The results

ex ited atom states as a result of
trons. They

sitions of ex ited atoms be ause they are lo ated in a

an be used for transitions between
ollisions with ele -

dense low-temperature plasma, we redu e the problem

ases of the ground

to the analysis of the kineti equation in the spa e of ex-

an be extended to the

and low ex ited atom states, where the

ited energy levels. This equation for the distribution

lassi al ap-

fun tion

proa h is taken as a model. But this requires a spe ial
analysis, and it is ne essary to divide the

dfn
dt

of ex itation (4.6), (4.7) and quen hing (4.9) into partial

ross se tions with transitions between states with

a given angular ele tron momentum.
tegral

fn

has the following form in the stationary

ase:

ross se tions

The above in-

= 0 = Ne

X
i

kin fi
Ne fn

ross se tions are used in what follows for the

X

analysis of a stepwise atom ionization in a dense low-

(5.5)

Ne is the number density of ele trons, the distrifn in ludes bound states denoted by n
and i, kni (kin ) is the rate onstant of transition between bound states n (i) and i (k ) as a result of ollin
sions with free ele trons, and kion is the ionization rate

temperature plasma. This pro ess, as well as the de-

Here,

tailed opposite one, are determined by kineti s of tran-

bution fun tion

sitions between ex ited atom states.

5. STEPWISE ATOM IONIZATION AND
THREE-BODY ELECTRONION
RECOMBINATION IN
LOW-TEMPERATURE PLASMA
We

i

n :
kni Ne fnkion

onstant by ele tron impa t when an atom is found in

a state

n.

We ignore opposite freebound transitions

be ause of a small number density of ele trons in the
ideal plasma under

onsider the pro ess of a stepwise atom ioniza-

onsideration.

We now determine the rate

onstant of stepwise

tion in a dense ionized gas at low ele tron tempera-

atom ionization by ele tron impa t and the rate

tures.

stant of the opposite three-body pro ess of ele tronion

Then the radiative pro esses involving ex ited

on-

atoms are not important, and atom ionization results

re ombination in the framework of the above model.

from many su

In

states in

essive transition between atom ex ited

ollisions with ele trons.

The rate

onstant

of the ionization pro ess in this limit is given by the
asymptoti

formula [28℄

atoms. As a result, the transitions under

onsideration

result from the kineti s of transitions between ex ited

J 

g m e10
;
(5.1)
kstep = C i 2e exp
ga h Te
Te
where gi and ga are the statisti al weights of the ion
and the atom and Te is the ele tron temperature. The
rate

onsidering this pro ess in a dense low-temperature

plasma, we negle t radiative pro esses involving ex ited

atom states in ele tronatom

ollisions.

Thus, these

rates follow from the analysis of the kineti

equation

for the atom distribution fun tion over states.
We nd the rate

onstant

kstep of the atom stepwise

ionization in a plasma from the balan e equation

dNe
dt

onstant of the detailed opposite pro ess of three-

body ele tronion re ombination

30

= N0Nekstep ;

(5.6)

ÆÝÒÔ,

òîì

Inelasti ele tron ollisions : : :
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where

N0 is the number density of atoms in the ground

state.

Comparing equation (5.6) with that expressed

n =fB

f

1:0

through the atom distribution fun tion, we have

N0 Ne kstep = Ne
It follows that the rate

X

n :
fn kion

(5.7)

0:8

onstant of stepwise atom ion-

0:6

n

ization is expressed through the distribution fun tion
of atoms over ex ited states,
solution of BKW kineti

fn ,

0:4

that follows from a

equation (5.5), and this equa-

tion is based on the rate

onstants of inelasti

atom

0:2

transitions due to ele tron impa t that were evaluated
above.
In solving kineti

equation (5.5), we note that the

0

0:2

0:4

0:6

0:8

transitions between bound ele tron states establish
thermodynami

equilibrium between states, whereas

transitions from bound to free states violate thermodynami

Hen e, thermodynami

equilibrium o

urs

for bound atom states with large ionization potentials

J (J  Te ). For these states, the distribution fun
fn is given by the Boltzmann formula
fn = gnN0 exp
En

where

 E 
n
;

is the ex itation energy for this state,

the statisti al weight of this state, and
ele tron lo ated in the Coulomb
potential

Jn for a state n is

g n = n2

three-body ele tronion re ombination on the basis of

gn

the prin iple of detailed balan e. We represent the reombination rate

A(T )e10
K = 1=2e 9=2 :
me Te

enter. The ionization

ombination rate

(5.9)

as

K

/ Te 9=2

tends to a

fn ! 0; n ! 1

[16℄, and therefore the fun tion

A(Te ) for the pro
+
2e + H ! e + H

and in the

lassi al rate

Fig. 6.

kin fi

tures

Te =J ! 0 starts from Te =J  10 3.

(5.11)

6. CONCLUSION
The problem of ele tronatom

an be solved numeri ally by

onse utive

We then use Eq. (5.7) we nd the rate
onstant

ollisions is a many-

ele tron problem be ause the ex hange intera tion

fn

involving ele trons is of importan e as well as the

onditions (5.8) and (5.10) is given in

stant of stepwise ionization and the rate

assumptions. We note

that, surprisingly, the limit of low ele tron tempera-

approximations. The resultant distribution fun tion
with boundary

onstants by Gryzinski, whi h are based

on some additional unrealisti

X :
fn = n
kion + kni
i6=n
This equation

tron kinet-

i s along the ex ited levels. These evaluations use the

fn ,

we represent it in the form

i6=n

ess

ase where the hydrogen-atom states with

n = 2 are used as the ground state in the ele

for highly ex ited states be ause these states are deTo solve Eq. (5.5) for the distribution fun tion

A(Te )

with the evaluations [14, 15℄ for the hydrogen plasma

(5.10)

stroyed as a result of ionization pro esses.

the re-

onstant in the limit of low temperatures.

Figure 7 gives the dependen e

ondition (5.8) for states

Te ,

onstant depends on the temperature

with a relatively high ionization potential, we have

X

(5.12)

In the limit of low ele tron temperatures

J0 is the ionization potential for the ground atom

state. Along with boundary

onstant in the form of relation (5.3),

is

for an

Jn = J0 En ;
where

tion

(5.8)

Te

n

=J

Fig. 6. Relation of the distribution fun tion fn for population of highly ex ited ele tron states of atoms to the
Boltzmann distribution fun tion fB in the ourse of
stepwise ionization or three-body ele tronion re ombination

equilibrium be ause of the absen e of opposite

pro esses.

1:0
E

Coulomb and ele trostati

on-

pation of ele trons and the

K of

ti
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ele tronatom

intera tions with parti iore.

Therefore, inelas-

ollisions are studied on the basis
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